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The method by which the VW-Edition has been compiled is that of Proof-Reading. It is only natural that, from time to time, some of the more
delicate shades of sense have not been covered; on the other hand, it is well to keep in mind that in the Authorised Version the power and music of
the language sometimes take so much of the reader's attention that these more delicate shades are overlooked. It being a dead language no
improvements can be made upon it. Names and key terms are returned to their original Hebrew and presented in easy-to-understand
transliterations, enabling the reader to say them the way Yeshua Jesus did! Thy Descargar windows 7 total hui amp cyclope thine represent the
possessive of you, i. For example, the moods and tenses of Greek verbs often have comments when they reflect on the meaning of the text. The
ESV is ideally suited for personal reading, for public worship, for in-depth study, and for Scripture memorization. Besides individual cases, like S.
Again, the attempt to translate literally from the original has not infrequently led to Hebraisms which had better be avoided. New Bible translations
may not be all that uncommon anymore, but this one certainly is. The authorities referred to in the Old Testament are translations from the Hebrew;
and though the date of these translations is more ancient than any extant Ms. This is very helpful and insightful to common Bible student.

The Word Library | Module add-ons: Bibles
English 62 AMP 9 MB 04-May-2010 This is a paid module and requires an unlock key to be used. Author s : The Lockman Foundation Module
version: 1. The first complete Bible produced by The Lockman Foundation was the Amplified Bible. The Amplified Bible is a translation that, by
using synonyms and definitions, both explains and expands the meaning of words in the text by placing amplification in parentheses and brackets
and after key words or phrases. This unique system of translation allows the reader to more completely grasp the meaning of the words as they
were understood in the original languages. Through multiple expressions, fuller and more revealing appreciation is given to the divine message as
the original text legitimately permits. The Amplified Bible is free of personal interpretation and is independent of denominational prejudice. It is a
translation from the accepted Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek manuscripts into literary English. Cognate languages, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and other
Greek works were also consulted. The Septuagint and other versions were compared for interpretation of textual differences. In completing the
Amplified Bible, translators made a determined effort to keep, as far as possible, the familiar wording of the earlier versions, and especially the
feeling of the ancient Book. Through amplification, the reader gains a better understanding of what the Hebrew and Greek listener instinctively
understood as a matter of course. Whoever believes in adheres to, trusts in, and relies on Me, although he may die, yet he shall live. Author s : Dr.
Stern Module version: 1. It connects Jews with the Jewishness of the Messiah, and non-Jews with their Jewish roots. Names and key terms are
returned to their original Hebrew and presented in easy-to-understand transliterations, enabling the reader to say them the way Yeshua Jesus did!
For readers familiar with the Jewish New Testament, the Complete Jewish Bible is a welcome sight! Author s : American Bible Society Module
version: 1. It was originally published in 1976, then it was revised in 1992. The GNT presents the message of the Bible in a level of English that is
common to most of the English-speaking world. The GNT is still used widely in youth Bible study groups and in less formal worship services.
Author s : The ISV Foundation Module version: 1. The ISV is the first English Bible conceived, designed, translated, and formatted primarily for a
computer-literate generation. It is being produced entirely in a computer aided media CAM format. The ISV is Sensitive to Poetic Literary Forms
in the Original Text. It treats subtle nuances of the original texts with special care. For example, several passages of the Bible appear to have been
rendered in poetic form when first penned by their authors. The ISV has meticulously crafted these original passages as true poems—thus
communicating a sense of their original literary form as well as translating the original intent of the New Testament author. Author s : Biblical
Studies Press BSP , L. But at the same time, while this highly technical information is available for the experienced scholar, it is also very clear and
understandable for the common Bible student as far as what it means. For example, the moods and tenses of Greek verbs often have comments
when they reflect on the meaning of the text. This is very helpful and insightful to common Bible student. Author s : The Lockman Foundation
Module version: 1. Millions of people, students, scholars, pastors, missionaries, and laypersons alike, trust the NASB, learning from it and applying
it to the challenges of their daily lives. Discover what the original text says, word for word. This is the original 1977 edition of the NASB. It
includes italics for words which are not in the original, poetry styling and small caps, chapter headings, numerous translator's notes more than
17,000 and cross-references more than 93,000. NOTICE: You may also be interested in checking the that includes the 1977 edition of the
NASB, along with the 1995 update and more resources. Author s : The Lockman Foundation Module version: 1. Author s : Zondervan Module
version: 1. It has the largest library of printed and electronic support material of any modern translation. The translation itself strikes a balance
between a word-for-word and thought-for-thought philosophy, for the best representation of the intent of the original languages in today's
language. Updating the NIV for 2011 The chief goal of every revision to the NIV text is to bring the translation into line both with contemporary

biblical scholarship and with shifts in English idiom and usage. In 1984, various corrections and revisions to the NIV text were made. The version
for theWord includes more than 100,000 cross-references and closely follows the printed format, including poetry indentation, paragraphs and
passage headings and translator's footnotes. Read more and see samples at the product page. NLT 2 MB 21-Jan-2011 This is a paid module and
requires an unlock key to be used. Author s : Tyndale House Publishers Module version: 1. It is easy to understand, poetically beautiful, powerful,
and emotive. At the same time, due to the careful work of ninety leading Bible scholars, it is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text. The
New Living Translation makes the Bible accessible, useful, and enjoyable for every situation. The easy-to-read, clear text is perfect for
comparative study of difficult passages. Read more at the product page NRSV 1. Author s : National Council of the Churches of Christ, USA
Module version: 1. It's goal was to appeal to all religions and religious groups. The translation committee was made up of thirty translators from
every Protestant denomination, the Roman Catholic as well as Greek orthodox church, and a Jewish scholar as well. This version for theWord
does not have the Apocrypha; is the standard edition without the Deuterocanonical books. Author s : National Council of the Churches of Christ,
USA Module version: 1. The standard English pew Bible for many denominations, the RSV has become a benchmark for comparison to other
English Bibles. This version for theWord does not have the Apocrypha; is the standard edition without the Deuterocanonical books. Author s :
Peterson, Eugene H. Read more at the product page... NKJV 2 MB 15-Feb-2014 This is a paid module and requires an unlock key to be used.
Author s : Thomas Nelson Publishers Inc. This makes the New King James Version an invaluable aid to comparative English Bible study. VW 1
MB 15-Jun-2009 Module version: 1. No new translation work has been done. No new manuscripts have been found. No new scholarship has
been invented. No new theories on textual criticism have been laid out. What it 'is' is a concerted, diligent effort to provide an English edition that
actually says 'what' God said. It is compiled from out of the NKJV, LITV and KJV texts, Proof-Reading, CORRECTING the ERRORS the
unGodly have put into the English versions, with the aid of the tools that scholarship has already provided to anyone who desires to use them. In
some cases all three of these versions are in error. The method by which the VW-Edition has been compiled is that of Proof-Reading. Reading
from the English texts in parallel, comparing word-by-word to the linguistic study tools to verify whether or not the English says what it is supposed
to; and when errors are found, correcting them. Scrutinizing: Is that the best word to convey the correct meaning? And, accounting for the
complexities in going from an eastern language to western, is the verb tense the closest possible for correct understanding? P Module version: 1. It
is a simple word for word update from the King James English. In the course of the joint labors of the English and American Revisers it was agreed
that, respecting all points of ultimate difference, the English Companies, who had had the initiative in the work of revision, should have the decisive
vote. But as an offset to this, it was proposed on the British side that the American preferences should be published as an Appendix in every copy
of the Revised Bible during a term of fourteen years. The American Committee on their part pledged themselves to give, for the same limited
period, no sanction to the publication of any other editions of the Revised Version than those issued by the University Presses of England. There
still remained the possibility that the British Revisers, or the University Presses, might eventually adopt in the English editions many, or the most, of
the American preferences, in case these should receive the approval of scholars and the general public. But soon after the close of their work in
1885 the English Revision Companies disbanded; and there has been no indication of an intention on the part of the Presses to amalgamate the
readings of the Appendix, either wholly or in part, with the text of the English editions. The American Revision Committee, after the publication of
the Revised Version in 1885, resolved to continue their organization, and have regarded it as a possibility that an American recension of the English
Revision might eventually be called for. Accordingly they have been engaged more or less diligently, ever since 1885, and especially in the last four
years, in making ready for such a publication. The judgment of scholars, both in Great Britain and in the United States, has so far approved the
American preferences that it now seems to be expedient to issue an edition of the Revised Version with those preferences embodied in the text. If
the preparation of this new edition had consisted merely in the mechanical work of transferring the readings of the Appendix to the text, it would
have been a comparatively easy task. But the work was in point of fact a much more elaborate one. The Appendix was itself in need of revision;
for it had been prepared under circumstances which rendered fulness and accuracy almost impossible. This work could of course not be taken in
hand until the revision was concluded; and since it required a careful consideration of discussions and decisions extending over a period of many
years, there was need of many months' time, if the Appendix was to be satisfactorily constructed, especially as it was thought desirable to reduce
the number of recorded differences and this required the drawing of a sharp line between the more and the less important. Manifestly such a task
would be one of no little difficulty at the best. But when the time came for it to be done, the University Presses deemed that the impatient demand
of the British public for the speedy publication of the Revision must be respected; and they insisted on a prompt transmission of the Appendix.
Prepared under such pressure and in such haste, it was obviously inevitable that it should be marked by grave imperfections; and the correction of
its errors and the supplementing of its defects has been a work of much time and labor. When the Appendix was originally prepared, an effort was
made to pave the way for an eventual acceptance of the American preferences on the part of the English Presses, by reducing the number of the
points of difference to the lowest limit, and thus leaving out much the larger part of the emendations which the Revisers had previously by a twothirds vote pronounced to be in their opinion of decided importance. In now issuing an American edition, the American Revisers, being entirely
untrammelled by any connection with the British Revisers and Presses, have felt themselves to be free to go beyond the task of incorporating the
Appendix in the text, and are no longer restrained from introducing into the text a large number of those suppressed emendations. The remainder of
this Preface has especial reference to the Old Testament. Nothing needs to be said about the various particular proposals which are found in the
Appendix of the English Revised Version. But some remarks may be made concerning the General Classes of changes therein specified, and also
concerning those emendations in this edition which are additional to those prescribed in the Appendix. But the American Revisers, after a careful
consideration were brought to the unanimous conviction that a Jewish superstition, which regarded the Divine Name as too sacred to be uttered,
ought no longer to dominate in the English or any other version of the Old Testament, as it fortunately does not in the numerous versions made by
modern missionaries. This Memorial Name, explained in Ex. This personal name, with its wealth of sacred associations, is now restored to the
place in the sacred text to which it has an unquestionable claim. No good reason has been given for such a discrimination. If the new term can be
fitly used at all, it is clear that it ought to be used uniformly. The latter change was made in the English Revision of the New Testament, but not in
that of the Old. Likewise we have uniformly adopted the modern spelling in place of antiquated forms. No one would advocate the resumption of
the exact orthography of the edition of 1611. The mere fact that in a few cases an older form has happened to be retained constitutes no reason for
its perpetual retention. Inasmuch as the present edition differs from the English Revision not simply in presenting in the text the American
preferences as given in the Appendix, a few remarks may be made with regard to the additional variations which will be found to exist. As has
already been intimated, this edition embodies a very considerable number of renderings originally adopted by the American Old Testament
Company at their second revision and so by a two-thirds majority , but waived when the Appendix was prepared. These represent the deliberate
preference of the American Company; but, for reasons already assigned, they were not included in the Appendix. Partly coinciding with the

foregoing is a number of alterations which consist in a return to the readings of the Authorized Version. While in some cases the older readings,
though inaccurate, seem to have been retained in the English Revision through an excessive conservatism, in others they have been abandoned
needlessly, and sometimes to the injury of the sense and the sound. In such cases fidelity to the general principle that has governed us has required
us to, give the preference to the rendering of the Common Version. Among the many instances of these restorations we may note: Ex. Sometimes
we have found occasion to recede from proposals originally made, when a more careful and mature consideration required us to do so. Besides
individual cases, like S. While the change seems desirable in a majority of the instances, it is by no means so in all. Very many of the instances in
which we have gone beyond the literal requirements of the Appendix are alterations demanded by consistency. Changes were originally proposed
in certain passages only, though the reason for the changes equally requires them to be made in numerous others. We have accordingly undertaken
to introduce it wherever the Hebrew word plainly has this abstract sense. Here too a beginning was made by us in the Appendix. Many other
examples might be adduced. Here may be mentioned also that changes made for the sake of euphemism have been considerably increased. It has
not been possible in every case to find an appropriate substitute for terms which in modern times have become offensive; but when it has been
possible, we have deemed it wise to make the change. Thus, no other word would be appropriate in 2 Sam. The conception of the writer is not
really reproduced by a literal translation. This word was retained by the English Revisers, and was also left without mention by the American
Revisers when they prepared their Appendix. Furthermore, the general intention of the American Revisers to eliminate obsolete, obscure, and
misleading terms, has been more fully carried out by replacing some expressions which were left unmentioned in the Appendix; e. Closely
connected with the foregoing are certain additional alterations which have seemed to be required by regard for pure English idiom. We are not
insensible to the justly lauded beauty and vigor of the style of the Authorized Version, nor do we forget that it has been no part of our task to
modernize the diction of the Bible. But we are also aware that the rhetorical force and the antique flavor which we desire to retain do not consist in
sporadic instances of uncouth, unidiomatic, or obscure phraseology. While we may freely admit that the English of the Scriptures can, as a whole,
hardly be improved, yet it would be extravagant to hold that it cannot be bettered in any of its details. These are only a few of the many instances
of phraseology which there is the best reason for amending. Again, the attempt to translate literally from the original has not infrequently led to
Hebraisms which had better be avoided. Many of these have indeed become, as it were, naturalized in our language, and need not be disturbed.
But others must be called bad and outlandish. In both these groups of cases we have everywhere adopted the idiomatic English, rather than the
slavishly literal, rendering. In introducing certain translations different from those of the English Revised Version, and also not directly or implicitly
required by the Appendix, we have been governed by the conviction that, in cases where accuracy and perspicuity clearly required an emendation,
we were fully warranted in resorting to it. We have been careful, in making these alterations, to consult the best authorities, and especially the
recent carefully revised versions of the German, French, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian Bibles. Few certainly will object to such
alterations as are found in Dent. On account of the extreme difficulty of correcting the Hebrew text by means of those versions, we originally
decided that it would be better to make no reference to them at all. The case is radically different from that of the New Testament, where the
variant readings are mostly found in Greek Mss. The authorities referred to in the Old Testament are translations from the Hebrew; and though the
date of these translations is more ancient than any extant Ms. It is one thing to admit that the Hebrew text is probably corrupt here and there; quite
another, to be sure how to rectify it. In the English Revision there are frequent references in the margin to the ancient versions. The most of these
seem to us at the best of trivial importance, and have been dropped. A few represent only a different vocalization of the Hebrew. A certain
number, however, have to do with variations of some importance and such as may, with considerable probability, be conjectured to represent the
original Hebrew. For the sake of facilitating the use of the Old Testament we have provided it with marginal references to parallel and illustrative
passages, and with topical headings. In preparing the references we have been assisted by able scholars not connected with the Old Testament
Company. The aim has been to illustrate and elucidate the meaning by referring to other passages which, either in word or in thought, bear a
resemblance to the one under consideration. Previous lists have been consulted, but they have been carefully sifted, and the effort has been made
to omit everything that is irrelevant or misleading. In preparing the headings we have intended, by means of brief but descriptive terms, to enable
the reader to see at a glance what the general contents of each page are. Everything that might seem to savor of a questionable exegesis has been
carefully avoided. Considerable attention has been paid to the paragraph divisions and to the punctuation. While the English Revisers did well to
abandon the older way of making a paragraph of each verse they often went to the opposite extreme of making the paragraphs excessively long,
leaving in some cases whole pages without a break, as, for example, at Gen. We have revised the paragraph divisions throughout, making them
generally shorter, and sometimes altering the place of the division. In the matter of punctuation, we have aimed to remove many inconsistencies
found in previous editions, and also, while retaining the general system adopted by our predecessors, to make the book conform somewhat more
nearly to modern usage. One result is a considerable reduction of the number of colons, which are often replaced by semicolons, occasionally by
periods or commas. In some cases a change of punctuation has modified the sense; as, e. We have also made much more frequent use of the
hyphen than has been made in previous editions. In many instances we have recurred to the punctuation of the Authorized Version, especially
where the English Revisers have departed from it out of an undue regard to the pausal accents of the Massoretic text; as e. Further particulars
respecting the points of difference between this edition and the English Revision of 1881-1885 may be learned from the Appendix found at the
close of this Testament. Earnestly hoping that our work may contribute to the better understanding of the Old Testament, we commend it to the
considerate judgment of all students of the Sacred Scriptures. The Author saw, very early in life, that a translation of the New Testament was
necessary. He began his investigations at the age of twenty-one, and has faithfully studied the Original since that time. He has made his translation
without reference to any version; that is, he adopted no version as a basis. His work is not disposed to be trammeled by any version, but desired
to find the truth of God, as it is contained in the Original. The truth thus found, he has endeavored to express in the English language as now
spoken. He has been careful to express the exact sense of the Original, without permitting himself to be confined to an imitation of the letter of the
Greek. In revising his work, he re-examined the common version, and whatever that version has expressed the sense of the Original in good
English, he has adopted it. In this way he has, as he hopes, embodied all the excellencies of that version, and avoided its errors. The author takes
pleasure in acknowledging himself largely indebted, for the English dress of the Translation, to his friend, and brother in Christ, John Augustus
Williams, of Harrodsburg, Kentucky. The work has been carried on under many adverse circumstances; but, by the good providence of God, it
has been completed. May it go forth, under the Divine blessing, to establish and comfort the hearts of those who love the Truth. Read more info at
ABP 4. It's title is Authorised King James Version, Pure Cambridge Edition first published by Cambridge University circa 1900-1970s. It is the
result of the textual purification process that has occurred since 1611 when the Holy Bible was completed and printed. Millions of copies
conforming to this edition were issued by Bible and missionary societies in the twentieth century. This text stands in contrast to all other editions
especially those created since the mid to late 1800s. Tyndale - 1525-1535 2. Matthew's - 1537 3. Coverdale - 1535 4. Great - 1539 5. Geneva

- 1560 6. Bishops - 1538 7. According to Bible Protector, the AV produced by Cambridge, circa 1900, is the 7th major edition of the 1611 with
each edition purifying the previous through correcting printing errors, standardization of spelling, italics, but no changes in wording. These editions
are: 1. Modification Schema: theWord's KJV module was used as the basis for modification because it already has the translators notes in it,
Strong's numbers, red lettering, and paragraphing. It has been modified to match the Pure Cambridge Edition PCE which was printed by
Cambridge University Press circa 1900-1970s. Spelling - The spelling has been modified to match the older spelling of the PCE. Paragraphing The modern paragraphing scheme has been replaced with that of the PCE. There are no paragraph breaks after Acts 20 other than at the end of
each chapter. Red Lettering - The red lettering, an American innovation, has been modified to match the PCE by removing all red lettering from
Acts 1:9 on. More recent red letter editions have begun making red the words Jesus spoke after his resurrection as well as his words quoted by
others. Psalm Headers - These have been reduced to a smaller font size than the verse text to match the PCE. Psalm 119 Section Headings These are the names of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. They have been enlarged to a larger font size than the verse text to match the PCE. End
notes to Paul's Epistles - These have been removed from the translator notes since they are not part of the translator notes and placed at the end of
each epistle as they are in the 1611 and PCE and in a smaller font size than the verse text to match the PCE. End notes to the Testaments - These
have been added to the last verse of each testament since they are a part of the PCE in the same size as the verse text to match the PCE and made
bold to make them distinguishable from the verse text. Hyphenation of Compound Proper Names - The hyphens in compound proper names have
been removed, with certain exceptions, in the digital format found in bible programs. They have been reinstated to match the PCE in accordance
with the KJB-PCE-RTF. Translator Notes - The translator notes have been modified to match those found in the Cambridge Cameo Edition
Bible. BBE 1 MB 30-Jul-2012 Module version: 1. The form in which the Bible is given here is not simply another example of the Bible story put
into present-day English. The language used is Basic English. Basic English, produced by Mr C. Ogden of the Orthological Institute, is a simple
form of the English language which, with about 1,000 words, is able to give the sense of anything which may be said in English. Working with the
Orthological Institute, a Committee under the direction of Professor S. Hooke, Professor Emeritus of Old Testament Studies in the University of
London, has been responsible for a new English form of the Bible made from the Hebrew and the Greek. In this undertaking, the latest ideas and
discoveries in connection with the work of putting the Bible into other languages were taken into account, and when the Basic form was complete it
was gone over in detail by a Committee formed by the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press. The Basic Bible, which in this way was
watched over by two separate groups of experts through its different stages, is designed to be used wherever the English language has taken root.
Frequently, the narrow limits of the word-list make it hard to keep the Basic completely parallel with the Hebrew and the Greek; but great trouble
has been taken with every verse and every line to make certain that there are no errors of sense and no loose wording. It is only natural that, from
time to time, some of the more delicate shades of sense have not been covered; on the other hand, it is well to keep in mind that in the Authorised
Version the power and music of the language sometimes take so much of the reader's attention that these more delicate shades are overlooked. In
fact, the Basic expert is forced, because of the limited material with which he is working, to give special care to the sense of the words before him.
There is no question of the Basic work taking the place of the Authorised Version or coming into competition with it; but it may be said of this new
English Bible that it is in a marked degree straightforward and simple and that these qualities give it an independent value. Signs used in this book...
The numbers used for divisions of books and for verses are the same as in the Authorised and Revised Versions of the English Bible. Magill
Module version: 1. This is accomplished in two primary ways. First, the translation reflects the Greek forms, grammar, and sentence structure,
rather than using elegant English like our standard translations. The New Testament is opened up to English readers in a depth formerly available
only to those who carefully studied their Greek New Testament. Used together with your standard Bible version, you will now have the best of
both languages. This is the companion volume to the 1025 page New Testament TransLine, which presents this same translation in outline format.
Pastors and Bible students wanting more depth and detail will find it useful. A sample of this book can also be found on the website above. DRC 1
MB 30-Nov-2010 Module version: 1. B Module version: 1. The New Testament was published in 1881, the Old Testament in 1885, and the
Apocrypha in 1894. The best known of the translation committee members were Brooke Foss Westcott and Fenton John Anthony Hort; their
fiercest critic of that period was John William Burgon. The ESV is ideally suited for personal reading, for public worship, for in-depth study, and
for Scripture memorization. The ESV Bible is available in more than 200 print editions, and it is free online anytime everywhere in the world. The
ESV Bible was created by a team of more than 100 leading evangelical scholars and pastors. Since its publication in 2001, the ESV has gained
wide acceptance and is used and trusted by church leaders, numerous denominations, and millions of individuals around the world. B Module
version: 1. To the Holiness People in all lands, regardless of nationality, race, color, sect, or creed, we lovingly and joyfully dedicate this
translation, along with the nineteen books which have preceded it, all telling people how to be saved and to save others. I GRADUATED from
College in 1859. The same year is quite memorable in the history of Biblical criticism in the discovery of the Sinaic Manuscript in the convent of St.
Catherine, on that notable mountain, by Dr. Tischendorf, the learned German critic, after spending forty years searching through Bible lands for
everything competent to throw light on the blessed Scriptures, which suffered so much interpolation and omission, especially during the Dark Ages,
when not one man in a thousand could read or write and the world was filled with violence and beclouded with ignorance and superstition, with no
cessation of the flowing blood and consuming fires, which everywhere hounded the saints of God to martyrdom and heaven. Very soon after this
glorious discovery the Lord permitted a copy of the critical Greek Testament, founded on the Sinaic manuscript, by Tischendorf, to reach me. I
have been reading it ever since. I suppose it has never been published out of Germany. Since the death of Tischendorf, Westcott and Hort have
published his Testament under their own names. I have been reading the New Testament in Greek more than forty years; during the last twentyfive years making no use of any other. When Bishop McTyeire, in 1884, put me in the evangelistic work, I soon found myself in great campmeetings in the summer and the cities in the winter, surrounded by the Lord's people of all denominations, listening, spellbound, to the exposition of
the Scriptures from the original Greek. Soon they began to solicit me to translate the beautiful, inspired original into the plain diction of the current
English, giving them the benefit of my opportunities to understand the real meaning of the precious Word. More than twenty years I waived these
solicitations, feeling my unworthiness and shrinking from the responsibility. Finally the pressure seemed to become irresistible. From ocean to
ocean my daily Bible readings were vocal with importunate clamors for me to translate the blessed Word. This is my only apology in the case. Let
me here say, once for all, I have neither the desire nor the expectation that this translation shall supersede your good Old English Bible; but, like the
Revised Version and other translations, help you to understand it. It is said that two thousand mistakes have been found in the English Version, of
which nine hundred and four are corrected in the Revised Version. These errors, in the vast majority, are of no importance; and really none of them
affect any cardinal truth of God's Word. These errors are divisible into two general classes; i. The tendency on the part of transcribers during the
intervening ages has never been to omissions, but to interpolations. It is of infinite value, as it settles the controversy in reference to the
Thessalonians, establishing the fact that they were not in a backslidden state, but well up in justification when they got sanctified. It is very

important, showing up the fact that even after entire sanctification, follows the growth period, developing into the final salvation of glorification.
They are all given in the Revised Version, and marked as interpolations. As I have nothing before me but the inspired original, which is precisely
what the Lord gave us, I do not feel that He wants me to give you anything else. The translators of the Revised Version followed the Sinaic Greek,
by Tischendorf, as I do, which contains none of the errors. Consequently they did not get them out of the original Greek, which they followed, but
copied them from the English Version, retaining them by way of accommodation to the readers. I proceed now to notice a few of the most
prominent interpolations; as you must remember that we will not give any of them in the following translations, as I feel the Lord wants me to give
you His Word and nothing else. The largest interpolation is found in Mark 16:9-20, including twelve verses, at the conclusion of this Gospel, which
winds up with the eighth verse. Of course no one knows who wrote these twelve verses. It is certain Mark never wrote them, as they do not
appear in his Gospel. Besides they have internal evidence against the authorship of Mark, containing seventeen words which do not elsewhere
appear in Mark's Gospel. Again, Mark is a very plain writer, this is turgid and grandiloquent. Some think that the martyrdom of Peter, who is said
to have dictated Mark's Gospel, stopped it abruptly at verse 8, and some other person finished it. Others have supposed that the death of Mark
produced the cessation. You observe, upon a brief analysis, that this interpolation contains nothing which is not repeatedly given in other
Scriptures, except the drinking of poison and handling serpents, which you will doubtless feel relieved to think are no part of the inspired Word.
John 8:1-11, does not appear in the original. It contains nothing but the account of the adulterous woman, and was doubtless inserted by a corrupt
clergy after the apostasy of the Church, by way of apology for sin. This verse, containing the eunuch's confession, is not in the original. It so
happens that we know how it originated. Erasmus, a learned contemporary of Martin Luther, while transcribing the Greek Testament, studying
over it, concluded that the connection required a confession here. Consequently, supposing some careless transcriber had left it out, he composed
that verse according to his own godly judgment and inserted it. The subsequent discovery of older manuscripts, none of which contained it,
established the fact that the good man was mistaken and it was no part of the original. Of course it is true. We are not making inquiry about what is
true and in harmony with the Scriptures; but what is Scripture. This verse contains the three heavenly witnesses. There is no doubt but it was
invented and inserted by the Trinitarians, during the great controversy with the Arians, in order to sustain the Bible doctrine of the Trinity. They
made a mistake, as we have no right to add anything to the Bible, even to sustain the most important truth. God made the Bible, and put everything
in it which ought to be there. This is one case where sectarian zeal went too far, and added a verse to the Bible. It is said that the translators
inserted that word to save the Christian character of King James, who had a very high temper. You see it softens that which God made hard, and
smoothes that which God made rough; thus letting down God's standard of Christianity to the level of human infirmity. We might pursue this
catalogue of interpolations more extensively, but this is enough to illustrate the matter. Suffice it to say that when you want the errors which occur
so frequently in the English Version, you will have to go thither and read them; as in the following translation we do not feel that the Lord wants us
to devote any time to them. We have enough to do to translate His precious Word. I am well apprised that some good, honest people will censure
me, and, perhaps, severely, for violating the last solemn warning that God gave us in the Bible, Rev. Of course, all of these criticisms will simply
come by the way of ignorance. Therefore the people are dependent on translators to bring the Scripture within the sphere of their investigation. The
English Version was translated in 1611, almost three hundred years ago. Consequently the language has undergone many changes, actually
doubling its vocabulary in this time; besides many words have become obsolete, and others have turned a literal summersault, reversing their
meaning. I believe, by the help of the blessed Holy Spirit, that we will, in the good providence of God, give you the plainest, most literal and
luminous translation there is in print. We are living in the last days, when the battle with sin and Satan is waxing hot, and in this eleventh-hour
movement of the gospel dispensation, we no longer need preachers by dozens, scores, hundreds, and thousands, but by millions, to flood the
heathen world with light, truth, and holiness, and inundate the globe with salvation. In this translation I respond to the clamor of the thousands who,
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, have heard the translation and exposition of the New Testament, and in whose ears the bells of heaven are ringing
and the bugle notes sounding, calling them to the front to preach the everlasting gospel, evangelize the globe, and hasten the coming of the Lord. As
they will never read the Greek we are doing our utmost to bring it to them in the beautiful, copious, and versatile English language. HUMBLY
ATTEMPTED WITH A VIEW TO ASSIST THE UNLEARNED WITH CLEARER AND MORE EXPLICIT VIEWS OF THE MIND OF
THE SPIRIT IN THE SCRIPTURES OF TRUTH. RECTOR OF ALL-SAINTS, ALDWINCKLE, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE; AND
CHAPLAIN TO THE LATE COUNTESS OF HUNTINGDON. London: PRINTED FOR T. APPEARING before the Public as a translator of
the Oracles of God, it would ill become me to deprecate the severity of criticism, when I most cordially desire the intelligent and learned of my
brethren to point out my mistakes for correction, and, in love and in the spirit of meekness, to smite me friendly. Respecting highly, as I do, the
translation of our Reformers, whose language has dignity, and whose soundness in the faith I hope, living and dying, to maintain, it must be
acknowledged—that there are in our present version, obscurities which may be avoided—words become in the lapse of ages obsolete—
expressions feeble and inexact—for which others more accurate and energetic may be substituted—and in some passages the sense embarrassed,
and probably mistaken. To make therefore the Scriptures as intelligible as I can to men of common capacity, who are destitute of the knowledge of
the Original, and sometimes perhaps to suggest a sense not unworthy the adoption of the judicious scholar, I have endeavoured to render every
passage with the most literal exactness—to use the most forcible and clear expressions corresponding with the Original—not to omit a particle—
preserving the participles—and following, as much as the genius of our tongue will permit, the exact order of the Greek words, persuaded that,
thus placed, the sense often receives clearness and energy. To transfuse the spirit of the Original into a Translation must be admitted to be very
difficult in any language, peculiarly so where the matters treated of are so weighty, and the words so significant, and where holy men of God are
speaking as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, without whose continual light and teaching I humbly conceive no man ever did or can understand
and receive the things which are of the Spirit of God, so as to know them as he ought to know. As the words of the Spirit contain one precise
meaning, and to communicate his mind is the intention of Revelation, it must be our endeavour not to leave them equivocal, but to fix a clear and
determinate idea to each, in exact conformity to the Original, that the true sense may be understood, which can be but one. That I have
endeavoured to obtain this knowledge it is no presumption to affirm. During forty years and upwards this blessed book of God hath been
continually in my hands—never a day hath passed in which it hath not been matter of my meditation; I may venture to say I have read it over more
than an hundred times, and many of the passages much oftener. I have consulted the works of the most godly and ingenious of the dead, and often
conversed with some of the ablest and most experienced ministers of Christ among the living. I have at two different times of my life translated and
transcribed the whole of the New Testament, and considered every word, and phrase, and passage, with attention: indeed the leading object and
employment of my whole life hath been to discover and communicate to mankind the truth as it is in Jesus; and every day have I bowed my knees
to the Divine Interpreter, who giveth wisdom and understanding to the simple, that he would lighten my darkness, and shine into my heart, to give
the light of the knowledge of the glory of God, as it is manifested in the face of Jesus Christ. I recommend to my readers to tread in the same path,

looking up to the Fountain of wisdom and knowledge. I am not ashamed to own my conviction, that an unlearned person thus seriously attentive to
the Scriptures, and crying to God for the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Him, will be led into all saving truth; and gain greater
and clearer discoveries of the mind of the Spirit in the Scriptures than any mere natural man, however ingenious and learned. A word, a phrase, an
allusion, may indeed exercise critical acumen, and afford a display for erudition; but the scope and tendency of the Sacred Oracles, the doctrines
therein revealed, the principles inculcated, and the practice enjoined, never were, and never will be truly known, but by those who are taught of
God. As the division of the Scripture into verses interrupts the subject, and often embarrasses the sense, I have preferred paragraphs, placing the
verses of the old Version in the margin, for the sake of reference and comparison; and though I have admitted the same division of chapters, in a
few instances they might be more judiciously arranged: Matt. I have only now to commend this labour of love to the divine benediction. The
Translation itself, and the necessary attentive consideration of every passage, hath not, I trust, been without instruction to myself, and some sweet
savour of the truth: so far I have already my reward. It will be highly enhanced if God my Saviour deigns to make this service acceptable and
profitable to his people, and the means of communicating clearer and more explicit views of his revealed will to the poor and unlearned of the
flock. To them I have long dedicated my life and my labours, believing that of such is the kingdom of heaven. Every attempt to make the Scriptures
more read, and better understood, must be acknowledged laudable. Should the present effort fail to answer this end, it may yet provoke men of
more wisdom and spiritual gifts, to produce a translation more exact, and suited to general edification. Then I shall be content to be forgotten. New
Bible translations may not be all that uncommon anymore, but this one certainly is. The ISV is the first English Bible conceived, designed,
translated, and formatted primarily for a computer-literate generation. It is being produced entirely in a computer aided media CAM format. The
ISV is Sensitive to Poetic Literary Forms in the Original Text. It treats subtle nuances of the original texts with special care. For example, several
passages of the Bible appear to have been rendered in poetic form when first penned by their authors. The ISV has meticulously crafted these
original passages as true poems—thus communicating a sense of their original literary form as well as translating the original intent of the New
Testament author. The original JPS notes are shown as alphabetic footnotes. A few corrections of the base materials, and differences with the later
Nelson copyrighted text are shown by the transcribers and are included as numeric footnotes. The versification differences are shown in numerical
footnotes except the Psalms. The text of the JPS 1917 is shared at opensiddur. The JPS contributed this PDF to the Open Siddur Project with a
Public Domain declaration. But at the same time, while this highly technical information is available for the experienced scholar, it is also very clear
and understandable for the common Bible student as far as what it means. For example, the moods and tenses of Greek verbs often have
comments when they reflect on the meaning of the text. This is very helpful and insightful to common Bible student. This free edition of the NET
Bible includes all the notes for all chapter 1's and the first 3 verses for the 1189 chapters of the Bible. This is version 2 of the NET Bible and
includes Strong's numbers. Smith PREFACE It may seem presumptuous for an ordinary woman with no particular advantages of education to
translate and publish alone, the most wonderful book that has ever appeared in the world, and thought to be the most difficult to translate. It has
occupied the time and attention of the wisest and most learned of all ages, believing, as the world has believed, that such only could give the
correct rendering of the language in which the Bible was written. Over twenty years ago, when I had four sisters, a friend met with us weekly, to
search the Scriptures, we being desirous to learn the exact meaning of every Greek and Hebrew word, from which King James's forty-seven
translators had taken their version of the Bible. We saw by the margin that the text had not been given literally, and it was the literal meaning we
were seeking. I had studied Latin and Greek at school, and began by translating the Greek New Testament, and then the Septuagint, from which
our Saviour quoted one or two texts which are not in the Hebrew Bible, and there is now said to be no Hebrew Bible extant so old as the
Septuagint. It had never at that time entered my mind that I should ever publish the work, but I was so much interested and entertained to see the
connection from Genesis to Revelation, that I continued my labors and wrote out the Bible five times, twice from the Greek, twice from the
Hebrew, and once from the Latin—the Vulgate. These three languages were written over the head of our Saviour. They are now dead languages
and cannot be altered. The whole construction is so complete, that it does seem to be the work of inspiration, and the only communication from
God to man, for all time. The work is given in types, in figures, in parables, and In dark sayings, a knowledge of which is gained, as all other
knowledge is gained, by the desire of the heart to learn it. It may be thought by the public in general, that I have great confidence in myself, in not
conferring with the learned in so great a work, but as there is but one book in the Hebrew tongue, and I have defined it word for word, I do not
see how anybody can know more about it than I do. It being a dead language no improvements can be made upon it. As for the Latin and Greek,
I have no doubt many have searched deeper into the standard works than I have, but I think no one has given more time and attention to the literal
meaning of the Bible text in these languages. It is very possible that the readers of this book may think it strange that I have made such use of the
tenses, going according to the Hebrew grammar. It seems that the original Hebrew had no regard to time, and that the Bible speaks for all ages. If
I did not follow the tenses as they are, I myself should be the judge, and man must not be trusted with regard to the Word of God. I should
probably have been much longer, had it come into my head that I should ever consent to have it published. There may be some little inaccuracies,
like putting the verb to be, for is, in a few instances, but I think never has the sense of the Original Tongue been altered. Glastonbury, March 23rd,
1876 JULIA E. The original work was based upon several other English translations that were accepted for Jewish use in the English-speaking
world. The principle work was based upon The Jewish Family Bible of M. Friedländer, which was published in 1881. The late Professor Harold
Fisch, a scholar of English literature and the Rector of Bar Ilan University, was responsible for the final edited version. Professor Fisch took the
base text supplied by Friedländer, compared it with the Isaac Lesser version and other translations, but also incorporated insights from modern
scholarship as well as Jewish sources to produce the finished product. Where possible and necessary, Fisch updated archaic language, but at the
same time, he maintained elements that many modern translations eliminated. One such example was his use of second person pronouns. Although
not always understood by modern readers, when thou is used, it represents the subject of the sentence, when thee is used, it represents the object
of the sentence. Thy and thine represent the possessive of you, i. The English translation of this Bible was revised and edited by Harold Fisch. It is
a thoroughly corrected, modernized, and revised version of the Anglo-Jewish Bibles that have been accepted for home and synagogue throughout
the English-speaking world. The Jewish Family Bible of M. Friedlander, published in 1881, was the basis for this edition. That version was faithful
to the Masora, or received Hebrew text. Also, a comparison was made with the nineteenth century Jewish Bible of Isaac Lesser and with other
later translations. The language of the old versions has been modernized where ancient linguistic and grammatical forms would be difficult for the
present-day reader. Many points of detail have been corrected in light of modern scholarship. A primary aim of the translators has been to offer a
rendering of the English Bible which would match the spirit and outer appearance of the Hebrew text printed opposite it. The English text is divided
up according to the traditional system of petuhot open line divisions and setumot closed spaces as found in ancient Hebrew manuscripts. Here
adjusted to the KJV standard of theWord - Ed. It will default to the SBL BibLit font if installed The print version of this bible was formatted with
facing pages of Hebrew and English. The Hebrew was printed with an original and distinctive font. The Koren Hebrew font is available

commercially, a free version is Shofar available at: -ALbeSH 5778 LEB 1. Hall Module version: 2. Whether you use the ESV, NIV, KJV, or
another popular English translation, the entire translation process of the LEB helps you identify difficult texts, idiomatic phrases, grammatical issues,
and more. A better understanding of the Bible in English—whatever translation you use. Upgrade Notice Version 2. It is recommended to delete
the previous LEB version notice that the previous version corresponds to the file leb. Originally published in three parts between 1898 and 1901, it
is considered the first translation of the Bible into modern English. After further revisions based on suggestions from readers, the final version was
published in 1904. The Twentieth Century New Testament was produced in Britain over a period of 15 years by a group of approximately 20
people. Rendel Harris and Richard Francis Weymouth, two well known scholars of the time, voluntarily advised the group, helping to ensure
scholarly integrity. Also, translation was done using the then-cutting edge Westcott and Hort text of the Greek New Testament, further adding to
the accuracy of their rendering. Webster 1 MB 15-Jun-2009 Author s : Webster, Noah Module version: 1. F Module version: 1. Pickering, ThM
PhD, being based on his edition of the Greek New Testament, according to the only significant line of transmission, both ancient and independent,
that has a demonstrable archetypal form in all 27 books. The Greek Text of which this is a translation, and articles explaining the preference, may
be downloaded free from. The translation is quite similar to the NKJV, an excellent translation of a good Greek text. Since participial clauses are
grammatically dependent, I tried to reflect that dependency. But I also tried to capture the atmosphere, while remaining faithful to the Text. The
result may seem like a curious mixture of formal and idiomatic style. S Module version: 1. This Book, in this particular form, is the outgrowth of a
solemn conviction that such a work was required of the writer by Him Whose he is, and Whom he seeks to serve. No conviction less than this
could have sustained the writer during the two years and a half he has, largely, devoted to this work. The work has been done with the view of
pleasing the SUPREME CRITIC, at Whose judgment bar he will have to account for the manner in which He has handled His word; hence, the
all-controlling motive has been to please Him Who is to be his Final Critic and Judge. The work has been begun and prosecuted under the distinct
conviction that these New Testament Scriptures, with which the writer has been concerned, are the veritable word of God — His last revelation to
this sin-cursed world. Or, had he believed that any of the New Testament teachings have become effete, or that they mean less than they did when
first given, he would have no heart to embark upon such an enterprise, as their translation and publication. Coupled very closely with a desire to
please God by rendering whole-hearted obedience to Him in His requisition upon the writer to execute this work, has been the desire —
amounting well-nigh to a passion — to glorify Him by this same work. A strong desire, therefore, to please and glorify the Triune God has glowed
in the writer's heart from the time the work began, two and a half years ago; and, with intense gratitude to the Author and Source of all good, he
records the to many astonishing fact that, during all the labor of translation and preparation of the notes, he has never realized any fatigue, in body
or mind, worth noticing. On the contrary, his very spirit, soul, and body, have glowed, much of the time, with an exhilaration that he could but
credit to Him Whom he had undertaken to serve, please, and glorify, in the execution of this work. Of course, absolute perfection is not claimed
for this work; but we are confident that there are many improvements, which the intelligent reader will not fail to recognize, and especially in the
following particulars: 1. In the capitalization of the initial letter of every pronoun referring to Deity; as, God Who, instead of God who or God
which. In restricting the solemn form of the pronouns and verbs to Diety alone; using the common uniformly in all other cases; as, The Father loveth
the Son; The disciple loves his Savior. In these five particulars alone many thousands of improvements are made even over the late revision of the
American Commission, and that also of the English. Then, in the matter of translation, the present work claims far greater fidelity to the original
Greek — especially in the use of two important words — than any revision except a few that, like this, have been by individuals; viz. Had King
James, and all others since his day, dealt honestly with these two words, Christendom would not be torn up into shreds, and divided up into
competing or hostile factions, as it now is. Had all these revisers correctly translated instead of transferred, the Greek word baptidzo, Christendom
would not be compelled to blush at the immense absurdity of calling three entirely different acts baptism. Had they translated baptidzo, immerse —
which the scholarship of the world required — no one would have been so simple as to call either sprinkle or pour immersion; but as they failed to
translate baptidzo, those who are ignorant of the Greek had no certain means of knowing that immersion, sprinkling and pouring might not all find
shelter under this untranslated word, baptize or baptism. Had they translated baptidzo immerse, then every one would have known that sprinkling
and pouring were not immersion. Thus an immense wrong has been done in failing to translate baptidzo. Then a failure properly to translate ecclesia
has, likewise, wrought untold mischief. Ecclesia should have been translated assembly or congregation; and this would have been a rebuke to those
who would swallow up all local assemblies in a consolidated denomination, or ecclesiasticism. It never means week. And, through the false
translation of the word, the Christian Sabbath has been greatly abused. The proper translation of Matt. The resurection day of Jesus Christ is the
most important day, thus far, in the history of our planet. Let it, therefore, have its proper place. It is astonishing to note the little regard paid to the
Greek tenses by the revisers under King James, and by the late English and even American Commission. Rotherham and Young nearly always
translate the tenses correctly; the late lamented Broadus comes next so far as the writer's information extends in his fidelity to the tenses; and both
the American and the English revisions have made great improvement over the revisions of King James in regard to their rendering of the tenses,
though both of the former are singularly lax in their handling of the aorist indicative. If these Scriptures are truly inspired, they must have been
verbally inspired; and, if verbally inspired, the tense of every verb must have been inspired; and, being inspired, every tense ought to be duly
translated. To handle the tenses carelessly, is to trifle with the word of God. The writer has dealt with the tenses as themselves inspired, and he has
not dared to translate them otherwise than is required by the genius of the Greek language. These are the three tenses that are most difficult to
render; the present perfect, future, and future perfect in Greek, meaning about the same as the corresponding tenses in English. It is the business of
the translator to translate with scrupulous exactness; and it is the business of the reader to understand and interpret the meaning; the former being
concerned to express in English, or any other language , just what the Greek or the language to be translated says; and the latter, to get the best
possible meaning out of what is said. Many translators seem to have had in their minds just what ought to have been said, and they often disregard
the Greek tenses to sustain their antecedent assumptions. In this work, the writer endeavored to lay aside, as far as possible, all pre-conceived and
inherited notions of this inspired Book, and went to work to get at just what it teaches; and, as he has been enabled to grasp the meaning of the
Greek, he has faithfully, and in the fear of God alone, endeavored to express it in pure, up-to-date English. There is yet one other matter the writer
has not felt free to copy from others; viz. This is a very common occurrence in most translations. It is needless to say, after what has been said
above, that this book appears in the interest of no denomination of Christians; nor does the writer expect any of them, as such, to adopt it; albeit,
he does expect intelligent Christians, into whose hands it may fall, who are hungering and thirsting for the Gospel of Christ, to appreciate it; and to
help in its distribution over the land, regardless of all petty sect opposition. The writer feels sure that those who read and study this version carefully
and prayer, fully, in connection with the notes, will be led to drop many of the traditions of men, and come into the possession of a much larger
Gospel, than has been ordinarily dealt out to them. A billion of dollars could not change the translation of either baptidzo or ecclesia. This work has
been done as to the Lord; and it is His, and all the net proceeds will be His. We look to Him, therefore, to manage to give it a wide circulation for

His own glory. Of course, the co-operation of the lovers of His truth will be gratefully acknowledged. It should be remarked that the Greek text of
Westcot and Hort, as modified by that of Scrivener and others, has been used in the preparation of this work. The words of Scripture that are to
be explained in the notes, appear in italics; as, He will give you another Advocate; the Father will give the obedient believer who loves Jesus
another Advocate, meaning here the Holy Spirit. The explanation immediately follows the italic words. The alternative renderings appear just below
the body of the Scripture and just above the notes. Whenever the word Heaven appears with an initial capital H, it refers to the abode of God, or
the place where the Heavenly hosts abide. When it is written, heaven, with a small h, or in the plural, heavens, it means the regions above the earth,
or the firmament. Special to the Reader. Understand, dear reader, that present and eternal interests will be subserved by a real understanding,
involving an experimental knowledge, of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. If you really desire such an understanding of these Scriptures, you must be
taught by the Holy Spirit, John 14:26; 16:13, 14. The Holy One will delight to teach you, if you will receive Him, and yield yourself to His teaching
and guidance, Luke 11:13; John 14:15-17, 26. Understand, too, that a willingness to do the will of God is one of the best preparations for
receiving a knowledge of His will, John 7:17. As Christ is the Essence of the Gospel, seek, with all your heart, to know Him. Open the door of
your heart to Him, and let Him in, Rev. By all means, find time to study the word— some portion of it — every day; invoking the Spirit to teach
you its real meaning. Study all the references carefully and prayerfully. Study the word under the distinct conviction that it is the inspired word of
God; and seek, m the study of it, to grasp all its teachings, clearly taking in every doctrine, promise, principle, and precept, as well as every
provision of the Gospel for all the needs of mankind; devoutly praying that you may have grace to appropriate every provision for your spirit, soul,
and body, and thus come to have, so far as possible, an experimental knowledge of it. Finally, seek to convey to others, as far as you can, the
knowledge thus acquired, to the praise and glory of God. Study the contents, or outline, of each book, before entering upon its study. The
translation was made by Robert Young, compiler of Young's Analytical Concordance to the Bible and Concise Critical Comments on the New
Testament. Young used the Textus Receptus TR and the Majority Text MT as the basis for his translation. After Robert Young died on October
14, 1888, the publisher released a new Revised Edition in 1898. Extract from Wikipedia Greek Ancient 16 NA27 1. Author s : Institut für
Neutestamentliche Textforschung Module version: 1. It is the most widely used critical version of the Greek New Testament. The module can be
searched on original words, ignoring accents and breathing marks if desired. Complex searches including Strong's codes, word grammar and even
lemmas are also supported, along with any arbitrary combination of these. Author s : Institut für Neutestamentliche Textforschung Module version:
1. It is the most widely used critical version of the Greek New Testament. The module can be searched on original words, ignoring accents and
breathing marks if desired. Complex searches including Strong's codes, word grammar and even lemmas are also supported, along with any
arbitrary combination of these. Author s : Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft Module version: 1. It is the most widely used critical version of the Greek
New Testament. The module can be searched on original words, ignoring accents and breathing marks if desired. Complex searches including
Strong's codes, word grammar and even lemmas are also supported, along with any arbitrary combination of these. Strong's numbers have been
added. Theodore Beza Latin Theodorus Beza, French Théodore de Bèze or de Besze June 24, 1519 — October 13, 1605 was a French
Protestant Christian theologian and scholar who played an important role in the Reformation. A member of the monarchomaque movement who
opposed absolute monarchy, he was a disciple of John Calvin and lived most of his life in Switzerland. In particular, four editions of the Greek
New Testament were utilized as primary resources in the process of establishing the SBLGNT. These editions and their abbreviations are: WH,
Treg, NIV, RP The starting point for the SBLGNT was the edition of Westcott and Hort. First, the WH text was modified to match the
orthographic standards of the SBLGNT described below. Next, the modified version was compared to the other three primary editions Treg,
NIV, and RP in order to identify points of agreement and disagreement between them. Where all four editions agreed, the text was tentatively
accepted as the text of the SBL edition; points of disagreement were marked for further consideration. The editor then worked systematically
through the entire text, giving particular attention to the points of disagreement but examining as well the text where all four editions were in
agreement. Where there was disagreement among the four editions, the editor determined which variant to print as the text; occasionally a reading
not found in any of the four editions commended itself as the most probable representative of the text and therefore was adopted. Similarly, where
all four texts were in agreement, the editor determined whether to accept that reading or to adopt an alternative variant as the text. In this manner,
the text of the SBLGNT was established. More info at LXX 0. Stuttgart: Württembergische Bibelanstalt, 1935; repr. This module contains
Alford's Greek New Testament text; Strong's numbers are included. Author s : J. Alan Groves Center for Advanced Biblical Research Module
version: 1. The complete text of the Hebrew Bible with the Groves-Wheeler Westminster Hebrew Morphology version 4. Includes vowels,
cantillation marks, lemmas and full grammatical analysis for each word. You can search on consonants only or using vowels and accents. You can
perform complex searches combining lemmas and grammar and even editor notes! Grammar codes may appear inline with the text or you can
completely hide them and have the full grammar information appear when you hover your mouse over the Hebrew words. Along with the Hebrew
text, a dictionary provides a comprehensive guide to help you understand the grammar codes and gives a detailed analysis of each grammar tag.
This modules uses custom shortcut keys to toggle several non-standard features. NOTICE: due to the large size of this module, first time indexing
that occurs when you install and re-start theWord for the first time , may take some time 1-3 minutes You can find detailed help on using this
module and taking advantage of the several features by going to HEBm 0. The text was 'seeded' with roots lemma extracted from the Hebrew
Lexicon from the same project. The root words have been edited to remove all vowels and accents except the for shin and sin dots. Formatted for
theWord by. Author s : Bible Society of South Africa Module version: 1. Die vertaal-projek is deur die Afrikaanse kerke begin in 1926 en die
voltooide Bybel is feestelik deur die kerke ontvang op Sondag 27 Augustus 1933 dwarsoor die land. Gedurende die periode 1933-1953 het die
vertalers die teks hersien in die lig van kommentaar wat ontvang is op die 1933 teks. Teen die tyd dat die voltooide hersiening beskikbaar geword
het, het nog net een van die vertalers gelewe. Hierdie vertaling het voortreflike hoedanighede gehad en was van besonder groot betekenis vir die
vestiging van die Afrikaanse taal. Author s : Bible Society of South Africa Module version: 1. As grondteks vir die Ou Testament is die Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia 1977 gebruik. Hierdie uitgawe van die Hebreeuse, en gedeeltelik Aramese, grondteks is gebaseer op die oudste volledig
behoue manuskrip, die Codex Leningradensis 1008 n. Gegewens uit ouer manuskripte is in die teksuitgawe bygewerk. Vir die Nuwe Testament is
gebruik gemaak van die Griekse grondteks soos gepubliseer deur die Wereldbond van Bybelgenootskappe onder die titel: The Greek New
Testament , derde uitgawe 1975. Die nuwe vertaling word aangebied met die bede dat dit mag dien om die Woord van God in te dra in die hart en
lewe van almal wat Afrikaans praat. PWL Courtesy of 1. Chinese 19 CNETs 3. Author s : Biblical Studies Press BSP , L. Author s : Biblical
Studies Press BSP , L. Author s : The Worldwide Bible Society Ltd. Author s : The Worldwide Bible Society Ltd. For more information see.
French 5 LSG21 1. Author s : Geneva Bible Society Module version: 1. Elle est le fruit de 12 ans de travail sur les textes hébreu, araméen et grec
et tient compte des nouvelles informations à disposition. Darby translation Martin 1. Author s : SCM Brockhaus Module version: 1. Author s :
Christliche Schriftenverbreitung CSV Module version: 1. Sie war mit dem Ziel erstellt worden, eine möglichst genaue, das heißt wortgetreue

Übersetzung des Grundtextes zu bieten. In der vorliegenden Neubearbeitung dieser Übersetzung wurde hier und da die Genauigkeit der
Übersetzung verbessert; außerdem wurden an vielen Stellen sprachliche und stilistische Glättungen vorgenommen. Dabei war es Wunsch und Ziel,
dass diese Ausgabe weiterhin dem Anspruch genügt, möglichst wortgetreu und doch verständlich zu sein. NGÜ 1 MB 14-Dec-2013 This is a paid
module and requires an unlock key to be used. Author s : Geneva Bible Society Module version: 1. Schon wieder eine neue Bibelübersetzung.
Vielleicht fragen Sie sich, ob wir wirklich wissen, was wir tun. Da können wir Sie beruhigen. Seit bereits 15 Jahren sind wir davon überzeugt, dass
wir genau das Richtige tun. In den Jahren 2000 und 2003 erschienen erste Teilausgaben des Neuen Testaments der NGÜ und wir haben seitdem
viele begeisterte Menschen kennen gelernt, die uns bestätigt haben, dass unsere Arbeit richtig ist. Andere Übersetzungen sind oft schwerer
verständlich, da sie entweder eine eher altertümliche Sprache verwenden oder eine sehr moderne Sprache benutzen, inhaltlich aber relativ weit
vom Originaltext entfernt sind. Wir wollen, dass Sie die Botschaft der Bibel besser verstehen können. Deswegen ist es uns wichtig, so urtexttreu
wie möglich zu sein, ohne die Verständlichkeit zu vernachlässigen. Mit der NGÜ können Sie nun das gesamte Neue Testament in der Sprache von
heute lesen. Leicht verständlich und lesefreundlich gestaltet. Höchste inhaltliche und sachliche Genauigkeit erschließen Ihnen neue Dimensionen bei
der Lektüre. Entdecken Sie das Neue Testament ganz neu! Author s : Geneva Bible Society Module version: 1. Author s : Geneva Bible Society
Module version: 1. Essa si presenta come una revisione della precedente edizione del 1994. La Nuova Riveduta è il frutto di un intenso lavoro di
ricerca, di confronto sui testi ebraici e greci e di aggiornamento linguistico sulla base della versione Riveduta del 1924. Author s : The Lockman
Foundation Module version: 1. Completed in 1986 by a team of Latin American evangelical Bible scholars, La Biblia de las Americasis an original
work translated from the Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek directly into modern Spanish. La Biblia de las Americas presents the Word of God in a
clear and flowing style while strictly adhering to the Hebrew and Greek texts. Following the same principles of translation set for the NASB, La
Biblia de las Americas is understandable to the general public and also suitable for serious study. The LBLA for The Word includes italics for
words which are not in the original, poetry styling and small caps, chapter headings, Words of Jesus in red and numerous translator's notes more
than 17,000 and cross-references more than 93,000. Spanish LA BIBLIA DE LAS AMERICAS es una traduccion fiel de las Sagradas
Escrituras segun fueron escritas originalmente en hebreo, arameo y griego. Se ha producido con el proposito de ofrecer al mundo de habla hispana
la riqueza y el poder de la Palabra de Dios en forma tal que sea un verdadero tesoro devocional y un instrumento practico de estudio. Esta version
es producto de la intensa labor y dedicacion de un considerable numero de eruditos de distintas denominaciones cristianas, representantes de
varios paises de Hispanoamerica, de Espana y de los Estados Unidos. Se publica con la firme conviccion de que las Sagradas Escrituras, segun
fueron escritas en los idiomas originales, fueron inspiradas por Dios, y puesto que son su eterna Palabra, hablan con renovado poder a cada
generacion para impartir la sabiduria que lleva a la salvacion en Cristo, equipando al creyente para disfrutar de una vida abundante y feliz en la
tierra, y constituyendolo en testimonio viviente de la verdad para la gloria eterna de Dios. El Comite Editorial ha observado dos principios basicos:
En primer lugar, ha tratado de cenirse en todo lo posible a los idiomas originales de las Sagradas Escrituras, y en segundo lugar, ha observado las
reglas de la gramatica moderna en una dimension continental contemporanea, usando un estilo agil y ameno, procurando mantener la mayor belleza
literaria. LA BIBLIA DE LAS AMERICAS se ofrece en la seguridad de que los que buscan el mensaje y el conocimiento de las Sagradas
Escrituras, hallaran aqui una traduccion clara y fidedigna de la verdad revelada por Dios en su Palabra. Author s : The Lockman Foundation
Module version: 1. It was inspired by the growing demand of today's Hispanic in the United States of America and throughout all of Latin
America. While La Biblia de las Americas uses the formal form of Spanish Vosotros , the NBLH uses the less formal form of Spanish Ustedes and
incorporates features to help the reader deeply understand the text. Also, the NBLH continues its commitment to accuracy, while increasing clarity
and readability. Vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structure have been carefully revised for greater understanding and smoother reading for
today's demanding Bible reader. The NBLH for The Word includes italics for words which are not in the original, poetry styling and small caps,
chapter headings, Words of Jesus in red and numerous translator's notes more than 17,000 and cross-references more than 93,000. Spanish La
Nueva Biblia Latinoamericana de Hoy, con amplificaciones y referencias, es una traduccion fiel de las Sagradas Escrituras segun fueron escritas
originalmente en Hebreo, Arameo y Griego. Se ha producido con el proposito de ofrecer al mundo de habla Hispana la riqueza y el poder de la
Palabra de Dios en forma tal que sea un verdadero tesoro devocional y un instrumento practico de estudio. Author s : American Bible Society
Module version: 1. Las revisiones importantes fueron publicados en 1909, 1960 y 1995. La edicion de 1909 es esencialmente el equivalente del
Ingles King James Version, mientras que la edicion 1960 es el equivalente del Ingles Nueva Version Internacional. El texto Biblico ha sido tomado
de la version Reina-Valera © 1960 Sociedades Biblicas en America Latina; © renovado 1988 Sociedades Biblicas Unidas. Reina-Valera 1960 ®
es una marca registrada de la American Bible Society, y puede ser usada solamente bajo licencia. This digital edition has been proof-read to make
it conform to the printed version, and has been tagged with Strong's numbers. Le Tashelhayt, également connu sous le nom de Tachelhit, Shilha ou
Tassoussit, est un dialecte du Tamazight Berbère parlé dans le sud du Maroc. Bulgarian 2 BUL-1940-RE 1. Burmese 1 BurAJ Includes Padauk
font 1. Hij is bedoeld voor iedereen die de Bijbel liever wat makkelijker heeft. Door de woordkeus is hij heel geschikt voor beginnende
Bijbellezers. En door de korte zinnen en korte woorden is hij ook goed te lezen door mensen die lezen moeilijk vinden, bijvoorbeeld vanwege
dyslexie. Het werk aan de BasisBijbel begon najaar 1998 en werd afgerond voorjaar 2013. Doel was om de Bijbel voor zoveel mogelijk mensen
begrijpelijk te maken. Echte Bijbelwoorden bijvoorbeeld zondvloed, tabernakel zijn vervangen door gewonere grote overstroming, tent. Hier en
daar is tekst toegevoegd om een zin duidelijker te maken. Deze woorden zijn weergegeven in grijs. In aantekeningen worden dingen uitgelegd en
zijn verbanden te ontdekken met andere Bijbelgedeelten. De Bijbel ging eerst van start onder de naam BasicBijbel, maar sinds oktober 2015 gaat
hij verder als BasisBijbel, omdat deze naam meer duidelijkheid geeft dat het om een Nederlandstalige Bijbel gaat. De BasisBijbel mag niet als
vertaling beoordeeld worden. Het is meer een 'hertaling. Slechts hier en daar is daarvan afgeweken en is een andere vertaling gevolgd. Only use
this module for specific purposes since text that you will copy from this module will be mostly incompatible with other programs. The ASCII
version is only provided for compatibility with older systems. Greek 5 Λόγος 0. Korean 1 Kor 1 MB 26-Sep-2009 Module version: 1. This
revision is until nowadays - for Roman-Catholics - the officially recognized version of the Latin Rite and contains the only authorized text of the
Vulgate. Lithuanian 1 TWOFCF LT 1. Translation by Kostas Burbulys. © 2007, Krikščionių bendrija Tikėjimo žodis, Lietuva © 2007 The Word
of Faith Christian Fellowship, Lithuania Malagasy 1 Malagasy 1 MB 25-Sep-2009 Author s : Griffith, David Module version: 1. Robert Bruce
then revised Martyn's New Testament and translated the entire Old Testament. The translation is generally a literal translation, and the New
Testament is in the main based on the Received Text, however some places are affected by the Eclectic Greek Texts. We have corrected the
verse numbering problems in this edition, so that it follows the standard verse numbering. This Bibe text is still under review and correction. اﯾﻦ ﮐﺘﺎب
ﻣﻘﺪس ﻗﺪﯾﻤﯽ اﺳﺖ ﮐﮫ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ راﺑﺮت ﺑﺮوس ﺗﺮﺟﻤﮫ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ. Its founders are Brent Riggs and Joe West. Brent and Joe have both been pastors and gospel
preachers for more than 30 years. They have worked closely with Polish nationals to update the old grammar and vocabulary of the 1632 Polish
Gdańsk Bible. As of April 2017, the entire Bible is finished and is being printed. It should be available by June 15. For more information, visit the

website at www. Ten projekt jest realizowany przez Fundację Wrota Nadziei. Fundatorami są Brent Riggs i Joe West. Brent and Joe są
pastorami i kaznodziejami ewangelii od ponad 30-stu lat. Pracowali ściśle z Polakami, żeby uwspółcześnić archaiczną gramatykę i słownictwo
Biblii Gdańskiej z roku 1632. Od kwietnia 2017, cała Biblia już jest gotowa i w trakcie wydruku. Powinien być w sprzedaży od drugiej połowy
czerwca. Więcej informacji można uzyskać na stronie www. Copyright Information © 2017 Gate of Hope Foundation The publisher authorizes all
copying and distribution of this work both in part and in its entirety, under the condition that it is done completely free of charge and that the
content remains completely unchanged. Distribution for commercial purposes requires written permission from the Foundation. Gate of Hope
Foundation ul. Armii Ludowej 71b lok. Powielanie do celów komercyjnych wymaga pisemnej zgody Fundacji. Fundacja Wrota Nadziei ul. Armii
Ludowej 71b lok. É a tradução rigorosamente literal e precisa do Texto Tradicional TT , para o português brasileiro, onde o TT é a soma do
Texto Massorético ou TM VT em hebraico perfeitamente preservado em forma manuscrita através de milênios e finalmente impresso por Ben
Chayyim-Bomberg 1525 , e do Textus Receptus ou TR NT em grego perfeitamente preservado em forma manuscrita através de milênios e
finalmente impresso por Erasmo 1516-1522 , Stephanus, etc. O TT é a coleção das exatas palavras infalivelmente assopradas por Deus para as
mentes e dedos dos escritores por Ele usados, e, depois, por Ele providencialmente preservadas com absoluta perfeição ao nível de cada til e
jota, em uso ininterrupto pelos crentes de TODAS as igrejas fieis, sendo a ÚNICA base para TODAS as traduções usadas por TODOS batistas
e reformados, em TODAS as línguas e nações, desde as Bíblias de Lutero-1522 e Tyndale-1525 até que, recentemente, surgiram bíblias
corrompidas traduzidas a partir do Texto Crítico TC que em termos práticos é baseado em apenas 2 dos quase 6000 manuscritos: os mais
grosseiramente rasurados e corrompidos, mais contradizentes entre si e cada um dentro si mesmo. Ler a LTT é o mais próximo possível, em
português, de ler o que Deus fez ser escrito e preservado no hebraico e grego do TT. Quem ler esta versão estará lendo a mais literal e fiel
tradução das exatas palavras do absolutamente perfeito Texto Tradicional. Afirmo que quem estudar com afinco todas as notas, de todos os
tipos, poderá ganhar um entendimento de certas doutrinas e detalhes bíblicos e teológicos especiais que nem sempre iria aprender junto a alguns
seminários, livros, e professores de teologia. Old testament by Đuro Daničić New Testament by Vuk Karadžić Ser 1 MB 26-Sep-2009 Module
version: 1. Old testament by Đuro Daničić New Testament by Vuk Karadžić Slovak 2 ROH-AV 1. ฟรังซิส ไกส์ และ บาทหลวง ผศ. Since
books are not given by inspiration of God and are subject to fallibility, you should always test and prove everything you read by the standard of the
Bible, Random verse My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me; and I give them life eternal; and they shall never perish, and
no one shall seize them out of my hand.
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Frequently, the narrow limits of the word-list make it hard to keep the Basic completely parallel with the Hebrew and the Greek; but great trouble
has been taken with every verse and every line to make certain that there are no errors of sense and no loose wording. At the same time, due to
the careful work of ninety leading Bible scholars, it is accurate to the original Greek and Hebrew text. Earnestly hoping that our work may
contribute to the better understanding of the Old Testament, we commend it to the considerate judgment of all students of the Sacred Scriptures.
No new scholarship has been invented. For example, the moods and tenses of Greek verbs often have comments when they reflect on the meaning
of the text. Gate of Hope Foundation ul. Theodore Beza Latin Theodorus Beza, French Théodore de Bèze or de Besze June 24, 1519 —
October 13, 1605 was a French Protestant Christian theologian and scholar who played an important role in the Reformation. This work has been
done as to the Lord; and it is His, and all the net proceeds will be His. Read more at the product page NRSV 1. Author s : Biblical Studies Press
BSPL. This is my only apology in the case. Echte Bijbelwoorden bijvoorbeeld zondvloed, tabernakel zijn vervangen door gewonere grote
overstroming, tent. It is very important, showing up the fact that even after entire sanctification, follows the growth period, developing into the final
salvation of glorification.
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Tyndale - 1525-1535 2. Where there was disagreement among the four editions, the editor determined which variant to print as the text;
occasionally a reading not found in any of the four editions commended itself as the most probable representative of the text and therefore was
adopted. Suffice it to say that when you want the errors which occur so frequently in the English Version, you will have to go thither and read them;
as in the following translation we do not feel that the Lord wants us to devote any time to them. For example, the moods and tenses of Greek
verbs often have comments when they reflect on the meaning of the text. Ogden of the Orthological Institute, is a simple form of the English
language which, with about 1,000 words, is able to give the sense of anything which may be said in English. The ASCII version is only provided
for compatibility with older systems. The ESV Bible is available in more than 200 print editions, and it is free online anytime everywhere in the
world. A certain number, however, have to do with variations of some importance and such as may, with considerable probability, be conjectured
to represent the original Hebrew. Further particulars respecting the points of difference between this edition and the English Revision of 1881-1885
may be learned from the Appendix found at the close of this Testament.
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Although not always understood by modern readers, when thou is used, it represents the subject of the sentence, when thee is used, it represents
the object of the sentence. The late Professor Harold Fisch, a scholar of English literature and the Rector of Bar Ilan University, was responsible
for the final edited version. There may be some little inaccuracies, like putting the verb to be, for is, in a few instances, but I think never has the
sense of the Original Tongue been altered.

A better understanding of the Bible in English—whatever translation you use. Smith PREFACE It may seem presumptuous for an ordinary woman
with no particular advantages of education to translate and publish alone, the most wonderful book that has ever appeared in the world, and
thought to be the most difficult to translate. As has already been intimated, this edition embodies a very considerable number of renderings
originally adopted Descargar windows 7 total hui amp cyclope the American Old Testament Company at their second revision and so by a twothirds majoritybut waived when the Appendix was prepared. This word was retained by the English Revisers, and was also left without mention by
the American Revisers when they prepared their Appendix. Darby translation Martin 1. It is very possible that the readers of this book may think it
strange that I have made such use of the tenses, going according to the Hebrew grammar. Glastonbury, March 23rd, 1876 JULIA E. Esta version
es producto de la intensa labor y dedicacion de un considerable numero de eruditos de distintas denominaciones cristianas, representantes de
varios paises de Hispanoamerica, de Espana y de los Estados Unidos. A few corrections of the base materials, and differences with the later
Nelson copyrighted text are shown by the transcribers and are included as numeric footnotes. Reading from the English texts in parallel, comparing
word-by-word to the linguistic study tools to verify whether or not the English says what it is supposed to; and when errors are found, correcting
them.

